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Room # Room type Capacity Room Set-up A/V 

Plug 

ins on 

desks 

Plug 

ins on 

walls 

G101 Classroom 73 with two wheelchair slots 

and instructor, add 2 

additional seats if wheelchair 

slots not used 

Flat floor-

flexible seating 

arrangements 

(arrangements 

may reduce 

capacity) 

Dual front screens with two ceiling 

mount projectors and controls on fixed 

podium at front. PC, Monitor and 

Crestro controller in fixed podium. 2 LCD 

TVs on one side wall. Rear mounted 

camera for video capture.  

  

G102 Classroom 57 with two wheelchair slots 

and instructor, add 2 

additional seats if wheelchair 

slots not used 

Flat floor-

flexible seating 

arrangements 

(arrangements 

may reduce 

capacity) 

Dual front screens with two ceiling 

mount projectors and controls on fixed 

podium at front. PC, Monitor and 

Crestro controller in fixed podium. Rear 

mounted camera for video capture.  

  

G105 Classroom 57 with two wheelchair slots 

and instructor, add 2 

additional seats if wheelchair 

slots not used 

Flat floor-

flexible seating 

arrangements 

(arrangements 

may reduce 

capacity) 

Dual screens with two ceiling mount 

projectors and controls on fixed 

podium at front. PC, Monitor and 

Crestro controller in fixed podium. Rear 

mounted camera for video capture.  

  

            

G110 Seminar 

room 

19 (18 with wheelchair) Fixed tables, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

Short-throw interactive projector on 

whiteboard wall. PC/monitor with 

Crestro touch screen.   

  

  

G113 Seminar 

room 

19 (18 with wheelchair) Fixed tables, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

Short-throw interactive projector on 

whiteboard wall. PC/monitor with 

Crestro touch screen.   

  

G114 Seminar 

room 

19 (18 with wheelchair) Fixed tables, 

moveable 

Short-throw interactive projector on 

whiteboard wall. PC/monitor with 

Crestro touch screen.   
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chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

G117 Seminar 

room 

19 (18 with wheelchair) Fixed tables, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

Short-throw interactive projector on 

whiteboard wall. PC/monitor with 

Crestro touch screen.   

  

            

G103 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

G104 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

G106 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

G107 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

G111 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   
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G112 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

G115 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

G116 Breakout 

room 

8 (7 with wheelchair) Fixed table, 

moveable 

chairs, one 

wheelchair slot 

LCD TV Display mounted to wall. PC 

wall-mounted behind TV. 2 data drops 

at Hubble box on wall for wireless 

collaboration & PC. Optional VOIP 

phone on table (not fixed).   

  

Blue 

G208 

Boardroom 18   PC, Large screen, Conference telephone   

Red 

G308 

Boardroom 18   PC, Large screen, Conference telephone   

 


